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We investigate the riti al behaviour of a d = 3-dimensional weakly diluted quen hed Ising
model, analyzing the series for the renormalization group fun tions at d = 3 obtained in a minimal
subtra tion s heme. Formerly it was established [R. Folk, Yu. Holovat h, T. Yavorskii, Phys. Rev. B
61, 15 114 (2000)℄ that the resummed renormalization group series possess an \optimal trun ation"
behaviour, provided that a Chisholm{Borel resummation te hnique is applied. This resulted in a
onje ture that a four-loop approximation is a nal one for the random Ising model renormalizationgroup fun tions in a d = 3 minimal subtra tion s heme. We apply the method of subsequent
resummation, developed in the ontext of the d = 0-dimensional random Ising model, dis uss the
onvergen e properties of the series and give the results of the riti al exponents in reasing the
order of approximation to 5-loop level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An e e t of the weak quen hed disorder on the riti al
behaviour of the magneti systems an be fore asted by
means of Harris riterion [1℄. It states that the addition
of impurities to the system undergoing a se ond order
phase transition auses hanges in the riti al behaviour
only if the heat apa ity riti al exponent of the pure
system pure > 0, i.e., the heat apa ity diverges at the
riti al point. Examination of the di erent realizations
of the general m-ve tor model of a magnet reveals that
only pure Ising model (that orresponds to the m = 1
ase) is hara terized by the value of > 0 and, thus, is
a e ted by the weakly quen hed disorder at riti ality.
Theoreti al studies of the riti al properties of the
weakly diluted quen hed Ising model (random Ising
model | RIM) are based on the renormalization group
(RG) approa h [2℄; here, the hange of the universal
properties is interpreted as a rossover from the \pure"
xed point present in the undiluted model towards the
\random" one whi h hara terizes the new riti al behaviour of RIM. Although up to now the values of ritial exponents of RIM have been estimated in numerous
studies, the situation here is less satisfa tory than in the
pure ase (see, e.g., [3℄ for a re ent review).
Closely examining the riti al behaviour of the model
by means of RG approa h reveals the problem in dealing with RG fun tions in the form of perturbation series
with zero radius of onvergen e. A situation in whi h the
nature of the divergen e is su h that the series is asymptoti is, at least in prin iple, ontrollable: in su h a ase
a good estimate for the sum of the series is obtained by
keeping a ertain number of the rst terms (\optimal
trun ation"). A self- onsistent way to take into a ount

the higher ontributions requires an appli ation of speial resummation pro edures [4℄. Resumming a series,
one should note that the pre ision of the obtained results depends on the resummation pro edure. Thus, the
analysis and an appropriate sele tion of the resummation
pro edure is ru ial for obtaining reliable nal results.
Con erning the fun tion f (g) in the form of power series
1
X
f (g) = ak gk ;
k=0
the basi de nition of its asymptoti nature is:

f (g)

N
X
k=0

ak gk  ak+1gk+1

for xed N and small g.
In general, the nature of asymptoti series is su h that
the orre t sum is uniformly approa hed until, after an
optimum number of terms N0 additional terms drive the
sum away from the orre t result, leading to a divergen e
[4℄.
For the models with a simple O(m)-symmetry, in the
large orders of perturbation theory the fa torial growth
of the RG fun tions oeÆ ients has been established [5℄:

ak = k!( a)k kb



1+O

 

1
k

; k!1

(1)

the quantities a and b have been al ulated in Ref. [6℄,
the values of onstant in Ref. [7℄. The estimate (1) is
a fundamental one sin e it proves that initial fun tions
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an be re onstituted from their asymptoti expansions
by appli ation of integral Borel transformation [8℄ in different modi ations. Indeed, its appli ation to the analyti al al ulations of the riti al exponents of the pure
Ising model leads to onvergent results as the order of
perturbation theory in reases [9℄.
The RIM problem is addressed next. Notably, the orresponding RG equations are degenerated
p on the oneloop level, leading to the expansion in " [10{12℄ instead
of the familiar expansion in " = 4 d. This expansion was
re ently extended from the 3-loop [13℄ to the 5-loop level
[14℄
for the riti al exponents. However, the nature of the
p" expansion
does not allow us to obtain reliable information at d = 3, whi h an be onsidered as an indire t
eviden e for the non-asymptoti nature of the expansion. The fa t that "-expansion will not be able to give
information on riti al exponents in RIM was predi ted
already in Refs. [15℄. There, studying the randomly diluted model in zero dimensions, it was shown that the
non-Borel summable properties of the perturbation theory series are the dire t onsequen e of the existen e of
GriÆths-like singularities [16℄ aused by the zeroes of the
partition fun tion of the pure model.
RG equations of the massive eld theory at xed d [17℄
appeared to be the most eÆ ient if the estimations for
the d = 3 ase are to be made. The values of the ritial exponents of the RIM were obtained, onsidering the
resulting expansions as if they are asymptoti and applying appropriate resummation pro edures in reasing the
order of the perturbation theory series from the 2-loop
(2LA) [18℄ through 3-loop (3LA) [19℄,4-loop (4LA) [20℄,
5-loop [21℄ to the re ord 6-loop approximation [22℄. However, the familiar Chisholm{Borel resummation s heme
applied to the su essive orders of the perturbation theory series appears to en ounter serious diÆ ulties already
on the 5-loop level [3℄. This might point towards the possible non-asymptoti nature of RG series and to appearan e of an \optimal trun ation" regime for the resummed
series.
The minimal subtra tion RG s heme [23℄ is also appropriate for the d = 3 renormalization and an be applied without "-expansion [24℄. In this s heme, the values
of the RIM riti al exponents were obtained re ently in
Ref. [25℄ up to 4-loop approximation. In 5 loop, however, no stable random xed point was found, whi h led
to onje ture that in this ase the 4-loop approximation
is the \optimal trun ation" for the resummed perturbation theory series, similar as it holds in the nonresummed
asymptoti series.
Re ently, it was demonstrated analyti ally, that RG
fun tions of the d = 0 RIM are Borel-summable if the
spe ial te hnique | the so- alled subsequent resummation | is exploited [27℄. The appli ation of this te hnique
to the d = 3 RIM RG series allowed [22℄ to restore onvergen e of the results obtained in the massive s heme.
Herein, we apply this method to 5-loop fun tions, obtained in the minimal subtra tion s heme.
This study fo uses mainly on the onvergen e properties of the RIM RG series. In parti ular, we want to he k
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whether the resummation pro edure devised in the d = 0
RIM in Ref. [27℄ and applied for the d = 3 massive RG
s heme in Ref. [22℄ is helpful for the d = 3 RG fun tions
in the minimal subtra tion s heme. If so, its appli ation
will provide estimates for the RIM riti al exponents as
well.
The setup of this paper is organized as follows. First,
the eld-theoreti al analysis of RIM riti al behaviour is
brie y reviewed, and expressions are given for the RG
fun tions. The \subsequent resummation" pro edure of
Ref. [27℄ is then des ribed, along with numeri al data of
the RIM riti al behaviour provided as well. We end by
giving on lusions and outlook.
II. THE RESUMMATION AND THE RESULTS

The riti al behaviour of the RIM in the Eu lidian
spa e of d = 4 " dimensions is governed by an e e tive
Hamiltonian with two oupling onstants [12℄, whi h an
be obtained by making use of the repli a method and taking the average over di erent on gurations of quen hed
disorder:
n 
n X

H(') = dd R 21
jr' j2 + m20 '2
Z

v
+ 0
4!

n
X

=1

'2

=1
!2

(2)

n
o
u X
+ 0
'4 :
4! =1

Here, '  ' (R) is the 's repli a of a s alar eld;
u0 > 0 and m0 are the bare oupling onstant of the pure
model and the bare mass, v0 < 0 is minus the varian e
of quen hed disorder, and repli a limit n ! 0 is implied.
To des ribe the long-distan e properties of the model
(2) near the se ond order phase transition point we use
the eld-theoreti al RG method. In this approa h, the
hange of the ouplings u; v under renormalization denes a ow in parametri spa e, governed by orresponding -fun tions u (u; v), v (u; v). The xed points u ; v
of this ow are given by solutions of the system of equations: u (u ; v ) = 0; v (u ; v ) = 0: The stable xed
point is de ned as the xed point where the stability
matrix:

Bij =

 ui
;
uj

(3)

possesses eigenvalues i with positive real parts. The
a essible stable xed point orresponds to the riti al
point of the system. At this point, the orrelation length
and sus eptibility riti al exponents  and are de ned
by the RG fun tions 2 (u; v) and m (u; v) via the relations:

 1 = 2(1

m (u

 ; v ));

(4)
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1= 1
1

m (u ; v )

2 (u ; v )

:

Other riti al exponents an be obtained from familiar
s aling relations. For example, the hypers aling relation
allows us to express the spe i heat riti al exponent
in terms of spa e dimension d and the orrelation length
riti al exponent  :

u =u =

= 2 d:

(5)

(6)

The results for the minimal subtra tion s heme RG
fun tions orresponding to (2) in the repli a limit n ! 0
an be derived in the 5-loop approximation from the appropriate expressions for RG fun tions of the '4 -theory
with O(n)-symmetri and ubi intera tions obtained in
the Ref. [26℄ and may be written as [25℄:

" + 3u + 4v 17=3u2 46=3vu 82=9v2 + 32:54968284u3 + 123:1987313vu2 + 158:1816418v2u

+ 60:32526811v3 271:6057842u4 1318:116311vu3 2452:429994v2u2 2003:560971v3u
559:7143854v4 + 2848:568254u5 + 16789:89843vu4 + 40367:08593v2u3 + 48971:12730v3u2
+ 29091:77179v4u + 6377:751189v5;
(7)
2 22=3vu 5=3u2 + 25:45714897v3 + 62:25499170v2u + 36:36645522vu2
v =v = " + 8=3v + 2u 14=3v
+ 7u3 200:9263690v4 667:3761895v3u 650:5641816v2u2 259:2586891vu3 39:91261012u4
+ 2003:976188v5 + 8469:158907v4u + 11721:60876v3u2 + 7434:635066v2u3 + 2344:277996vu4
+ 301:5110976u5;
2 = 1=18v2 + 1=6vu + 1=12u2 1=27v3 1=6v2 u 3=16vu2 1=16u3 + 125=648v4 + +125=108v3u
+ 145=72v2u2 + 65=48vu3 + 65=192u4 1:005978154v5 7:544836154v4u 18:04854621v3u2
19:07838990v2u3 9:627924878vu4 1:925584976u5;

(8)

(9)

5=18v2 5=6vu 5=12u2 + 37=36v3 + 37=8v2u + 251=48vu2 + 7=4u3 5:3808017v4
32:28481v3u 57:177011v2u2 39:765731vu3 9:97815253u4 + 37:850485v5 + 283:878638v4u
+ 686:375317v3u2 + 737:493196v2u3 + 376:1776339vu4 + 75:37777445u5:
(10)

m = 1=3v + 1=2u

To obtain reliable quantitative results for the problem under onsideration, an appropriate resummation
pro edure is implied. In Ref. [25℄ the Chisholm{Borel
resummation te hnique was exploited for RG fun tions
(7){(10), whi h allowed obtaining a random xed point
(u > 0; v < 0) in reasing the order of approximation
from 2-loop to 4-loop level. In the 5-loop order, however, the applied resummation te hnique does not lead
to a real root for the random xed point. It is not exluded that the absen e of a xed point solution might
be onne ted with a possible Borel-nonsummability of
the series under onsideration. In this ase, the 4-loop
approximation is an \optimal trun ation" for resummed
RG fun tions in the minimal subtra tion s heme.
Herein, we adopt another resummation te hnique, proposed re ently in Ref. [27℄, where it was demonstrated
analyti ally that the perturbation expansion for the free
energy of the zero-dimensional quen hed disordered Ising

model is Borel summable, provided that the summation
is arried out in two steps: rst, in the strength of the
original oupling u of the pure Ising model and, subsequently, in the varian e of quen hed disorder, v. Su h a
method, implying the \unequality of rights" of the ouplings u; v was su essfully used for d = 3 RIM ase in
Ref. [22℄, where the 6-loop RG fun tions obtained in massive s heme were analyzed. The resummation pro edure
is as follows. Starting from the RG fun tion of p-loop
approximation in the form:

f (u; v) =

p pXk
X
k=0 n=0

Cnk unvk

(11)

we rewrite it as a power series in v:
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f (u; v) =

p
X
k=0

Ak (u)vk :

(12)

For ea h oeÆ ient Ak (u) we onstru t its Borel{Leroy
image:

Ak (u) =

pXk
n=0

pXk

Cnk(ut)n
;
n=0 (n + j + 1)

Cnk un =)

(13)

with j as a t parameter, then extrapolate (13) by rational Pade approximant [28℄:




p k sk
(ut);
sk

(14)

and, nally, the resummed fun tion Ares
k (u) is obtained
in the following form:

Ares
k (u) =

Z

1





p k sk
(ut):
dte t tj
sk
0

(15)

In our al ulations, a ording to Ref. [22℄, we have xed
sk = 1 for all 0  k  p. Otherwise, most of the Pade
approximants turn out to have poles on the positive real
axis, so that integrals (15) do not exist.
The next step onsists in substituting the omputed
oeÆ ients Ares
k (u) in (12). So, one obtains fun tion (11)
in the form of the power series in v:

f(u; v) =

p
X
k=0

Ares (u)vk ;
k

(16)

whi h now must be resummed in a similar way in the
variable v. We introdu e the parameter q representing
the number of terms in (16) whi h are to be resummed
(note that resumming the fun tions in u in the above we
xed q = p, as far as the summability of series in u is
established [22℄). One of the problems arising here is an
adequate hoi e of the parameter q. In Ref. [22℄ it was
xed to the value q = p 1, i.e., it was exploited the
resummation of only the rst (p 1) terms of fun tion
(16), dis arding the last, proportional to vp . We, however, have tried 3 most natural possibilities, arising here:
 i) the same as proposed in [22℄;

 ii) xing the value q = p, i.e., the resummation of
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the entire fun tion f(u; v) whi h seems to be the
most natural one;
iii) xing the value q = p 1, i.e., the resummation
of (p 1) rst terms of fun tion (16), nally adding

the last term without resummation.
Performing the resummation we have only used the Pade
approximants with linear denominators.
Applying the above method in order to obtain the random xed point (u 6= 0; v 6= 0), we resum the fun tions
u (u; v)=u and v (u; v)=v and then look for a ommon
zero with (u > 0; v < 0).
First, we exploit the possibility (i) of resummation of
the -fun tions. Figure 1 depi ts the lines of zeroes of the
resummed -fun tions in a 5-loop approximation in the
uv-plane. Interse tions of the urves, i.e., the simultaneous zeroes of both - fun tions orrespond to the xed
points. In the region of ouplings of interest one notes two
physi ally a essible xed points that are rather lose to
ea h other, one of whi h is unstable. The existen e of
a se ond physi ally a essible xed point in the vi inity to the stable one de reases the reliability of results.
Moreover, the bulk of studies of the RIM brings about
the presen e of only one xed point in this region (see,
e.g., [3,18{21,25℄). Note, however, that a similar situation arises when the massive s heme RG fun tions are
analyzed [22℄. In the 4-loop approximation one obtains
a more \natural" pi ture with one physi ally a essible
xed point:

u = 0:6890; v = 0:1440 with 1 = 0:254; 2 = 0:557
similar to the one depi ted in Fig. 2. The respe tive riti al exponents read:

 = 0:665; = 1:299; = 0:005:
Note that we al ulate the values of exponents ; by
means of substituting Eqs. (9), (10) into Eqs. (4), (5),
applying the resummation pro edure (11){(16) to the resulting expansions and, nally, substituting the obtained
values of stable xed point oordinates in the derived expressions for riti al exponents. The spe i heat riti al
exponent is then found using relation (6).
Applying the possibility (ii), in the 4-loop level one
obtains a situation with 2 losely lo ated random xed
points, as it is des ribed above; the oordinates of stable
one:

u = 0:6862; v = 0:1640 with 1 = 0:138; 2 = 0:711
and orresponding riti al exponents:

 = 0:662; = 1:294; = 0:014:
However, in the 5-loop level su h a te hnique leads to an
absen e of a physi ally a essible stable xed point.
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FIG. 1. The lines of zeroes of the resummed -fun tions in 5-loop approximations. The way of resummation (i) is used
(see the text). Solid line orresponds to v = 0, dotted line depi ts u = 0. One an see the appearan e of the 2 xed
points with u > 0; v < 0: Stable xed point u = 0:6362; v = 0:3423 is shown by a lled square, unstable one
(u = 0:5450; v = 0:3922) is shown by a lled ir le.
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FIG. 2. The lines of zeroes of resummed -fun tions in 5-loop approximations. The way of resummation (iii) is used (see
the text). Solid line orresponds to v = 0, dotted line depi ts u = 0. Stable xed point u = 0:7396; v = 0:1453 is shown
by a lled square.

The possibility (iii) turns out to be the most e e tive
in our ase. Its appli ation leads to a stable xed point,
a topology of the -fun tions interse tion at whi h has
a form similar to that in Fig. 2 and remains stable with
in reasing the order of approximation from 3-loop level
to 5-loop one. A parti ular feature of the subsequent resummation pro edure is that the topology of the interse tions of the lines of zeroes of resummed -fun tions

essentially di ers from that of the resummed -fun tions
in the lower orders of the perturbation theory (see, e.g.,
[3,25℄). So, as we have already pointed above, exploiting
the possibilities (i), (ii) of the subsequent resummation
leads to the existen e of an unstable xed point with
(u > 0; v < 0) along with the stable one (su h a situation arises in the massive s heme as well [22℄). Moreover,
new xed points with (u 6= 0; v 6= 0) emerge in a
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non-physi al region (u > 0; v > 0). This holds even if
we have only one stable xed point in the region of interest (u > 0; v < 0). In Table 1 we present the values
for the stable xed points oordinates, riti al exponents
Loop u
3 0.8276
4 0.6838
5 0.7396

and stability matrix eigenvalues, obtained by means of
method (iii). As was mentioned earlier, an appli ation of
this method leads to the only one stable xed point in
the physi al region of ouplings (u > 0; v < 0).

v

0:1720 0.713 1.375
0:0907 0.672 1.296
0:1453 0.708 1.364

1;2
0:139 0.4570.770i
0:016 0.3570.456i
0:124 0.6470.987i

Table 1. The resummed values of the stable xed point oordinates and riti al exponents of RIM. The way of
resummation (iii) is used (see the text).

The main purpose of this study was to shed light on
the onvergen e properties of the RIM RG expansions.
Performing this analysis we obtained estimations for riti al exponents as well (see Table 1). As was noti ed in
the Introdu tion, the values of the RIM riti al exponents are estimated up to now in numerous studies in
su essive orders of perturbation theory. However, the
very idea of the perturbation theory approa h is based
on the onje ture about the onvergen e of the results obtained. In the theory of riti al phenomena, the RG perturbation expansions are proved to be Borel-summable
(i.e., to give onvergent results) only for the model with
a simple O(m)-symmetry. The onvergen e still is not
proved for RIM. Moreover, there exist serious indi ations
[15℄ of the possible Borel-nonsummability of the expressions obtained. Therefore, the present RG estimations of
the RIM riti al exponents are based on the disputable
assumption about their asymptoti nature. As long as
relatively short perturbation theory series for the RIM
RG fun tions were available, they provided rather onvergent results [18{20℄. Re ently, the higher-order perturbation theory expansions have been obtained for the
RIM [21,22℄, and the problem of onvergen e posed already in Refs. [15℄ emerged again. It was shown that in
higher orders of perturbation theory an \optimal trunation" regime may o ur, similarly to the situation in
nonresummed asymptoti series. One en ounters su h a
situation analyzing the 5-loop RG fun tions obtained on

the basis of the minimal subtra tion s heme where in
5-loop approximation no stable random xed point was
found using the Chisholm-Borel resummation te hnique
[25℄. On the other hand, the massive RG fun tions [21,22℄
resummed by the familiar Chisholm{Borel te hnique resulted in the presen e of the stable random xed point.
However, the omparison of the data obtained in the su essive orders of perturbation theory served as an indire t eviden e of a possible non-asymptoti nature of the
series [3℄. Appli ation of a subsequent resummation te hnique (see formulas (11){(16)) [27℄ to the d = 3 RIM RG
fun tions in the massive s heme allowed [22℄ to restore
onvergen e of the results obtained in the massive RG
s heme. In our study, we applied the method of subsequent resummation to the RIM 5-loop RG fun tions
obtained in the Ref. [26℄ on the basis of the minimal
subtra tion s heme. Indeed, it enabled us to get a stable
pi ture of the presen e of random xed point in su essive orders of the perturbation theory, in luding the 5loop approximation. However, the pro edure turned out
to be extremely sensitive to the hoi e of resummation
parameters. It is the reason why we do not provide error bars to the numbers obtained. In spite of the fa t
that a more elaborated pro edure of subsequent resummation allowed us to pro ess the 5-loop RG series in
the minimal subtra tion s heme, still it is not ex luded
that the series under onsiderations, even resummed, are
hara terized by an \optimal trun ation" behaviour. If
this observation is valid it would serve as an eviden e for
Borel-nonsummability of the RIM RG fun tions.
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Dosl deno kritiqnu poved nku

d=3

d = 3-vim rnoÝ

model zina z slabkim zamoroenim bezladom xl-

, otrimanih u shem m n mal~nogo v dn mann.
[R. Folk, Yu. Holovat h, T. Yavors'kii, Phys. Rev. B 61, 15 114 (2000)℄, wo peresumovanim renormgrupovim funk m vlastiva poved nka \optimal~nogo obr zann", kwo zastosuvati
tehn ku peresumovuvann Q zgol~ma{Borel. Ce privelo do pripuwenn wodo ostatoqnosti 4-petlevogo
nablienn dl renormgrupovih funk  rozvedenoÝ model zina v d = 3 shem m n mal~nogo v dn mann.
Mi zastosovu mo metod posl dovnogo peresumovuvann, rozvinuti u kontekst d = 0-vim rnoÝ rozvedenoÝ
model zina, obgovor mo vlastivost zb nosti rd v poda mo rezul~tati dl kritiqnih pokaznik v,
zb l~xuqi pordok nablienn do 5-petlevogo r vn.

hom anal zu pri

rd v dl renormgrupovih funk

Nedavno bulo vstanovleno
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